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BA identified potential partners for expansion into the Chinese market
for a US-based fast foods restaurant chain
Client Background


The client is one of the largest restaurant chains in the world with over 4,000 restaurants in more than 40 countries



Globally, the client sales is the second largest restaurant chain in its food category. China forms a key strategic country for the client
as a part of its global expansion plan



The client is looking for opportunities in the Chinese quick service restaurant market. The client would like to better understand the
market, strength of key competitors and identify specific strategies for growth



Also, the client wanted to identify, assess, shortlist and select potential partners for franchise

Key Highlights


BA leveraged its primary research capabilities in China to conduct over 60 interviews with industry experts, regulatory authorities,
consumers and end users across the country, and competitor companies, to understand the market dynamics and opportunities for
the client’s products and services



BA estimated the size of market opportunity and expected growth rate using both demand and supply side elements



BA conducted primary research to determine best practices of major competitors to develop market entry plan for the client



BA also identified over 100 potential master franchisee partners for the client and developed filters to shortlist the same. BA also
conducted workshops with the client and potential partners to score, rank and select the best partner for the client

Key Business Questions
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What is the size and growth prospects
of the Chinese quick service
restaurant market?
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Who are the major players in the
market, their market shares and
best practices?
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What are the key strategies for the
client to enter the Chinese market
and who is the potential master
franchisee partner?

Market sizing and opportunity estimates were developed for the
geographic areas of interest from both demand and supply sides
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Illustrative

Illustrative

BA analyzed the regionalization of
Chinese quick service restaurants based
on local taste preference, price
preferences and key competitor
strategies.

Illustrative

BA identified size of the Chinese quick
service restaurant market and
segmented it on various parameters in
order to identify the relevant market.
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BA identified the major players in the market and benchmarked their
key strategic practices to develop entry strategy for the client
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Who are the major players in the
market, their market shares and
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What are the key strategies for the
client to enter the Chinese market
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Illustrative

Illustrative

BA determined the best practices of
major competitors to develop the
market entry plan for the client.

Illustrative

BA conducted primary research to
identify different strategies of key
competitors in various geographies
of China and developed a detailed
profile for each competitor.
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Growth strategies were defined for key expansion markets
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Who are the major players in the
market, their market shares and
best practices?

What are the key strategies for the
client to enter the Chinese market
and who is the potential master
franchisee partner?

Illustrative

Illustrative

BA identified various parameters to
score, rank and shortlist the identified
master franchisee partner for the client
in China.

Illustrative

BA developed a list of over 100
potential master franchisee partners
for the client in China with experience
in catering, retail and food industry
and profiled shortlisted companies for
workshops conducted with the client.
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For more information, please contact us at:
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+1- 617-415-1691
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